
We are beginning a new era of technology with the unique bioactive energy fields from the 

Horus Energypyramid®: You can purify your living and working place and advance your 

life´s quallity with the Horus Energypyramid®: Through a screening from geographic zones 

and water routes, protection from electrosmog by stabilizing your immune and resistance 

system. Relax and sleep better after the screening from your home with a overwhelming 

amount of Prana (life energy). 

With the right feeling for spiritual powers the special bio-active power field of the Original 

Horus Energypyramid® insures you a high achivement level and happiness in life. Use the 

creative potential of the subtil energy field to increase your spiritual capacity and to reach 

your goals. Bring harmony into your working area by reducing human tensions with the 

harmonious, bioactive powerfields. Gain a new feeling of security and harmony! 

You can load up your naturopathic drugs and precious stones with the power of Horus 

energypyramids to intensify their use. Mineral water can be activated with the pyramids 

energy, and can be used well for better regeneration. 

Let yourself get inspired! Today we face global problems which desperatly need answers. We 

can only master them, if people who are positivly orientated use their spiritual callings. Often 

we think that we have no influence on foolisch political and economic ruling. 

You will soon experience that with the special craft from the Original Horus Energypyramid® 

you can reach all your goals and make your dreams come true. Just oneHorus 

Energypyramid® raises your spiritual potential. By working this way we mentally balance out 

this unbalanced world, and if we all positively use our gained spiritual potential, we will be 

able to leave a world for our children that's worth living in. We must consciously reflect how 

we originally came to be. Cosmic mind lives in everyone. We should use it more often in our 

daily jobs and expressions. Horus Energypyramid® is a charakter symbol of human nature. It 

symbolizes everlasting life. The inner pyramid standing on its top represents the powers of 

earth which is open to the cosmos. The outer pyramid represents the cosmic energies 

surrounding earth. Both are connected with an organic rod which symbolizes mankind as 

Gods work on earth. 

Horus Energypyramid® are a confension to life: Real life means enjoy your possibilities that 

a life on earth grants us! Those who cannot enjoy life, need more room in their soul to 

breathe. Only those who have time to leisure, have inspirations. That's the requirement for 

every new venture, and the will for new deeds. 

A Horus Energypyramid® dekorates your house and garden. It gives it that extraordinary 

touch, that makes curious because of its originality, its an invitation to leisure. Every esoteric 

center, every healing center (Dr. offices, Hospitals ect.) that believe in natural healings, 

should set up a Horus Energypyramid® in their rooms, to intensify and strengthen their work 

with help of these concentrated natural energys. We can load up rheinstones and medicine or 

purify jewlery. Reports from non-medical practitioners and naturopaths certify and 

acknowledge our experiences, also psychotherapist and water-root searchers / diviners, and 

people with medial and healing talents. 
 


